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Let S be the unilateral shift on the basis (e,: n E N }. It will be proven that S is 
similar to S + L if xi.,c~ j(Le,, e,)l < 1. Analogous results about the bilateral shift 
and weighted shifts are proved by the same algorithm. In the process, the operator 
A: XI+ AX - XB and its one-sided inverses are also studied. 
When is S similar to S + L? Freeman [3] studied this question by the 
following method: The question is equivalent to solving SX = X(S + L) with 
an invertible X. With AX = SX - XS, the equation becomes 
AX = XL. 
Suppose A has a “right inverse” r, i.e., A 0 r= identity, then 
6) 
X=Z+T(L)+f(z-(L))+ ... 6) 
solves (s) formally. The formal solution is a legitimate solution when (x) 
converges. 
Note that the above discussion is valid for any S and L. For the formal 
solution to be a legitimate solution, conditions on S and L are needed to 
ensure convergence of (x). When S is the unilateral shift, Freeman [3] found 
that the following conditions on L would be sufficient for convergence of (x) 
and invertibility of X: 
(i) (Lej, ei) = 0 for j > i, 
(ii) (Lej, ej+r) f -1 for all j, 
(iii) C[>j I(Lej, ei)l < 03. 
* This article is part of a doctoral thesis written at the University of Toronto under 
Professor Peter Rosenthal. The revision was partially supported by a Ball State University 
Academic Year research grant. 
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We shall define an alternative candidate % for the “right inverse” of A. 
When we use 9 to replace r in (x), the result has only size restriction on L: 
C I(Lej, ei)l < 1. 
Our result resembles that of Lin [5,6]. In those papers, the formulation is 
developed for S being an isometry. When S is the unilateral shift, the 
requirement there becomes 
S I(Lej, ei>l < fa 
Success with the unilateral shift leads to attempts on the bilateral shift and 
weighted shifts. We apply the same algorithm to study perturbations of the 
bilateral shift in Section C. Freeman considered weighted shifts in [4], Lin in 
[7], and we shall consider them in Section D. 
In Section B, we shall study one-sided inverses of the operator A,,: X k-+ 
AX- XB. It will become evident that the r of Freeman and the Z in this 
paper are the two natural “right inverses” ofd. 
A. PERTURBATIONS OF THE UNILATERAL SHIFT 
A.1 Formal Solution 
To solve 
AX = XL, 6) 
we shall construct another “right inverse” Z of A. Clearly, 
x=z+qL)+%(qL)L)+-.* 6) 
solves (s) formally. The formal solution will become a legitimate solution 
when we have established convergence. 
In what follows, we shall let S be the unilateral shift, construct Z, and 
establish absolute norm convergence of (x) for suitably small L. 
Convention. The Hilbert space is identified as I’(lN) and an operator is 
identified as a bounded infinite matrix indexed by n\i X N. 
A.2 Construction 
Let S be the unilateral shift 
I 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 . *. *. . 
409:88!2 ,7 
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Suppose A is an infinite matrix. Then SAS* is A augmented with a zero first 
row and a zero first column. Define 
z(A)= - -? Sk&?*k+‘. 
&TO 
Since every entry of Z(A) involves only a finite number of nonzero terms in 
the summation, that sum is defined entrywise. The map 2: B(Z) + The 
vector space of infinite matrices, is linear but not bounded. (Example: 
evaluate S on diag( 1, i, f, - - .).) 
LEMMA A.1. Suppose the series for Z(A) converges in the weak operator 
topology. Then d o S(A) = A. 
Proof: 
A(%@)) = _ G sk+‘As*k+’ + -? SkAS*&S*S 
&TO k=O 
=- $ siAs*i + '? skAS*k (SXS = I) 
i=l k=O 
=A. Q.E.D. 
A.3 The Matrix Algebra @ and the Ideal ip 
Considering an infinite matrix A as a linear transformation acting on 
fp(lN). Define 
IIA lip = su~~llA4lp: lI-4, < 4 x E I’P’)J. 
Observe that 
IIA III = s:P C IAijL I 
IIA llm = s:P r IAijl- 
i 
Define 
67 = {A: IJAlla= m4llA IL IIA IL t < 00 1 
ip= 
I 
L:IL(=~‘L,,l< 03 ca. 
c I 
PROPOSITION A.2. Let A, B E 6T and L E 9. Then 
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6) llAlI,<IIAll~fo~ 1 <P< a, 
(ii) (a, (1 . ]]J is a Banach algebra, 
(iii> l~~~I~ll~Il~I~III~II d, and Y is an ideal in CT, and 
(iv) II~(L)II,< ILL and the series for E(L) is absolutely convergent in 
II * II& 
Proof Part (i) is the Riesz convexity theorem [ 1, VI.10.12], (ii) is 
obvious, and (iii) and (iv) are true with ]I . (I,, ]I . Iloo in place of ]I . (lfl and, 
therefore, true. Q.E.D. 
Proposition A.2 is due to Freeman [3], where f is used in place of our 2. 
For the definition of Z, see Section B. 1 (i). Although the results in this paper 
are stated on I’, they are valid on 1 p, 1 < p < co, by the Riesz convexity 
theorem. 
PROPOSITION A.3. Let 
x = z + 3(L) + E(%(L)L) + E(E(E(L)L)L) + . . . , (x) 
Y = z - Z(L) + E(LB(L)) - E(LE(LZ(L))) + . . . . (Y> 
If IL I < 1, then (x) and (y) converge absolutely in I . 1 to bounded operators. 
Zf 1 L ( < f, then (x) and (y) convere absolutely in 1 . 1 to invertible operators. 
Proof: Use Proposition A.2(iii,iv). An operator within norm 1 of Z is 
invertible. Q.E.D. 
In Proposition A.3, X defined by (x) is a formal solution to AX = XL, as 
explained in Section A.l. If X is invertible with inverse Y, from SX = 
X(S + L), Y must satisfy YS = (S + L)Y, or, A Y = -LY. Imitating the 
solution for AX = XL by the series (x), we can write down a solution for 
AY = -L Y by the series (y), as displayed in Proposition A.3. The inverse of 
X is a solution of AY = -L Y, the Y defined by (y) is also a solution of 
AY = -L Y. Is Y defined by (y) the inverse of X? The answer is yes, and 
Proposition A.3 can be improved. 
THEOREM A.4 Zf IL I < 1, then (x) and (y) converge absolutely to inver- 
tible operators, XY = YX = Z, and consequently S is similar to S + L. 
We need two lemmas for the proof of Theorem A.4. 
LEMMA A.5 (Integration by parts). Suppose A, B E 9, then 
Z(AZ(B)) + ;(z(A)B) = B(A) E(B). V-v) 
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ProoJ (1) S(A) 8(B) is bounded and d is a derivation on B(R). Thus, 
A(q4) E(B)) = [A=(A)] 8(B) + S(A)[AZ(B)] = A%(B) + B(A)B E .Y 
(Lemma A.1 and Proposition A.2(iii)). 
(2) For L E 9, E(L) is bounded (Proposition A.Z(iv)). Apply 2, 
.%l(8(,4) Z(B)) = Z(AS(Z3) + .+l)B). We abbreviate the above by 
3” dC = D. Statement (ibp) is equivalent to C = D. 
(3) Apply A, we have AE AC = AD. But AZ AC = AC. (By (1) above, 
AC E y. Use Lemma A.1 and Proposition A.2(iv). ) Thus, A(C - D) = 0. 
(4) Since z(L), for L E y, always has its first column zero, the first 
columns of C, D, and consequently, of C -D are all zero. We claim that 
C - D is zero. In fact, if W is an injective weighted shift (We,, = anen + , , 
a, # 0, for n E N), WG = GW, and the first column of G is zero, then G is 
zero. (Compute matricially WG = GW. Observe that G is lower triangular, 
and the information that the first column of G is zero propagates down 
diagonally.) Q.E.D. 
LEMMA A.6. Suppose IL 1 is finite, and t E Cc wirh ItI < l/l L I. Define 
X,=Z+E(L)t+B(Z(L)L)t* + a*., (xt) 
Y, = z - B(L)l + 8(LZ(L)) t* - f. - . (Yt) 
Then, 
(i) X, and Y, are analytic in t, 
(ii) xtY,= Y,X,=Z. 
Proof. (1) The series (xt) and (yt) converge absolutely in /) . lld and, 
therefore, in II . II2 = 11 . )I (Proposition A.2(i,iii,iv)). Thus, X, and Y, are 
analytic for It I < l/l L I, and consequently, X, Yt and YJ,, too. Write 
x,y,=z+ C,t’ + c,t* + **a, 
Y,X,=Z+D,t’+Dzt2+.... 
Here, C,, D, E B(z). Obviously, the first coefficients are I. Note that 
C,=r,-rr,-lfl+r,~212--..+(-1)~~, 
Dn=rn-4r,-, +12rn-2-ee- +(-I)“[,, 
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where 
rO = I, I, = I, 
r, = S(L), I, = E(L), 
rz = E(E(L)L), I, = E(LZ(L)), 
r3 = 8(2(E(L)L)L), I, = E(LB(LS(L))), 
and so on. 
(2) We shall proceed to prove C, = 0 for all n. Apply (ibp) with A and 
B as indicated. 
A B 
z(zlj+,)+E(ri+,‘LI,I)=ri+,lj+, for i,jEN. 
The first and the last lines of the following are obvious; all the lines in 
between are applications of the above equation. 
E(r,-, LI,) 
E(r,_,LI,)+9(r,-,LI,)I::-,I, 
3(r,-,Lf,) + S(r,-$1,) = r,-212 
s”(r,LI,-,) -I- E(r,Ll,-,) = r21n-* 
E(r,LI,-,) + z(r,Lf,-J = r,I,-, 
3(r,LI,-,) = I,. 
Conclude, therefore, 
C,=r,-r,_,I,+r,_,l,-...f(-l)“I,=O. 
(3) For ItI c $/ILL X, and Yl are invertible. Since we have established 
X, Y, = Z in (2), we have YtX, = Z for ItI < +/IL(. Thus, D, = 0 for all n. 
Indeed, Y[X, is analytic in 1 t ( < l/l L 1, and the domain ( t ) < f/l L ( is enough 
to determine the coefficients D,,‘s. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem A.4. If IL 1 < 1, take t = 1 in Lemma A.6. Q.E.D. 
There is another proof of Theorem A.4 that does not use analyticity 
arguments. The essence of it is contained in the following combinatorial 
proposition: 
PROPOSITION A.7. Suppose S is a linear transformation defined on an 
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ideal and with image in the algebra containing it; and suppose B satisfies 
(ibp). Then 
(i) C,=r,-r,_,l,+r,_,l,-...+(-l)“I,=O 
(ii) Dn=rn-fIrn-,+12rn-z-...+(-1)“Z,=0, 
where r,, and 1, are as defined in (2) of the proof of Lemma A.6 
Proof. In (2) of the proof of Lemma A.6, we have actually proved (i) 
using only linearity and (ibp) on 2. We shall show (ii) by induction. Clearly, 
D,=r,-l,=O 
and 
D, = r2 - 1, r, + I, = 0 
by reading L for A and B in (ibp). Assume that (ii) is true for n. For n + 1, 
apply (ibp) with A and B as indicated, 
A B 
Erj+i)+ Uf+,r,i>=li+lrj+l for i,jE IN. 
The first and last lines of the following are obvious; all the lines in between 
are applications of the above equation: 
Z(1, r, L)=r,+l 
E(L1, rn )+E(l,r,-,L)=I,r, 
E(Ll,r,-,) + 3&r,-,L) = l,r,-, 
~(Ll,_,r,)+8(1,_,r,L)=I,_,r, 
E(LI,-,r,)+Z(l, roL)=lnr, 
E(L1, rO) =I”+*- 
Taking alternating sum of the above equations, we have 
B(LD,) + E(D, L) = D, + , . 
The induction hypothesis gives D, = 0, and Z is linear. 
B. FORMAL INVERSES OF A,,:XwAX-XB 
Q.E.D. 
The Z defined in the last section is a special case of a one-sided inverse of 
A,, which we shall construct in this section. 
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PROPOSITION B.l. Consider 
r 
AB 
X= 7’ Ak+‘xBk 
k=O 
-1 9 
sAex=- '? AkXBk_:', 
k=O 
where A-, and B-, are to be either left or right inverses. Note that these 
series may not be dejlned. 
(i) Suppose the series for r,,X converges in the weak operator 
topology. 
If AA-, = I, then A,,I’,,X= X. 
If A-,A = I, then I’,,A,,X= X. 
(ii) Suppose the series for Z,,X converges in the weak operator 
topology. 
If B-,B = I, then AA,ZABX= X. 
If BB-, = I, then B,,A,,X= X. 
Proof: Since the series for r,,X converges in the weak operator 
topology, both 
and 
‘? Ak,XBk 
k=O 
converge in that topology. The first series is r,,X multiplied on the right by 
B, and the second series is the first series with X added at the beginning. If 
AA-, = I, then 
AA,r,4:,,X= -? Ak,XBk- 2 Ak_:‘XBk+’ =X. 
k:O k=O 
If A-,A = I, then 
rABAABX= ‘? Ak_,XBk- q Ak_:‘XBk+’ = x. 
k=O ke0 
In the line above, since the two series in the middle converge, the series on 
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the left converges; and the equalities hold as claimed. Since the series for 
Z,,X converges in the weak-operator topology, both 
converges in that topology, If B _ i B = Z, then 
A JABX = - -? Ak+‘XBk_:’ + 
k:O 
-? AkXBk, =X. 
k=O 
If BB-, =Z, then 
Z,,A,,X= - ‘? Ak+‘XBk_:’ + 
k=O 
-? AkXBk_, =X. 
k=O 
Q.E.D. 
B.l Notes 
(i) Freeman [3] uses Z = Zs, with S- , = S*. In Section A, we used 
- -yss with S-,=S*. z-- 7 
(ii) Z,, and 3,, are often unbounded and not defined on all 
X E B(z). 
(iii) Let r(X) denote the spectral radius of X E B(2). With the 
notations in Proposition B. 1, 
If r(A _ i) r(B) < 1, then Z,, is bounded and defined on B(3). (1) 
If r(A) r(B-,) < 1, then Z,, is bounded and defined on B(2@). (2) 
ProoJ By the spectral radius formula, we have the two series absolutely 
convergent. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Fialkow [2, 3.12 and 4. l] discussed (1). 
C. PERTURBATIONS OF THE BILATERAL SHIFT 
What we have done for the unilaterial shift S can be done for the bilateral 
shift CJ. Here, we adopt a new convention that the Hilbert space is identified 
as l’(Z) and an operator is identified as a bounded infinite matrix indexed by 
Z x Z. The bilateral shift 17 is represented as an infinite matrix indexed by 
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P x Z with l’s below the main diagonal. Suppose A is an infinite matrix 
indexed by Z x Z, then UAU* has matrix like that of A moved one step 
down along the diagonal. 
Now, read Section A with U in place of S and Z in place of N. Label the 
statements with C in place of A and we shall have a valid Section C with the 
following exceptions: 
C.2 Construction 
Define Z(L) = - C& UkLU*kt’ as in Section A.2. This 2, however, is 
not always entrywise defined for L E B(R) (Example: L = I). But E(L) will 
be well defined for L E 9. 
LEMMA C.3 (Integration by parts). Suppose A, B E 4p, then 
Z(AE(B)) + &(Z(A)B) = Z(A) Z(B). (ibp > 
Proof In Lemma AS, we used the fact that for L E Y, E(L) has its first 
column zero. With matrices indexed by Z X Z here, we do not have such a 
situation. What follows is another proof. 
(1) Note that for L E 9, the series for E(L) converges absolutely and 
Z(L) is bounded. 
(2) We shall show (ibp) by direct computation. 
The left side = Z(AZ(B)) + E(%(A)B) 
= ‘$ UkAUlBU*k+I+2 + c ,yi+jAU*j+lBU*itl. 
kF=O i.j=O 
The right side = E(A) 3(B) 
_ 
4 
$ fJSAU*sf’ 
To N- 
? U’BU*‘+ ‘) 
t=o 
= f USAUt-S-‘BU*t+l + E USAU*“+‘-‘BU*‘f’. 
t>s>o s>t>O 
Lets=k,t-s-l=f.Thent+l=k+f+2.Lett=i,s+l-t=j+l. 
Then s = i + j. And the last two statements are equal. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. Since S*S = Z, this proof works for Lemma A.5 also. 
With the above amendments, we can prove the following theorem about U 
following the arguments for S: 
THEOREM C.4. Suppose U is the bilateral shift on the basis {e, : n E Z }, 
i.e., Ue, = e, + , for all n E 27. Zf Ci,j I(Lej, ei)l < 1, then U is similar to 
UfL.’ 
D. PERTURBATIONS OF WEIGHTED UNILATERAL SHIFTS 
Suppose a, # 0 for all n E IN. Define 
w= 
Let 
L= 
and define 
0 
a0 0 
aI 0 
. . -. I. 
I 0 a;’ 0 a;’ 1 w-,= 
I 
0 . 
’ . 11 
Clearly, W-, W= I; but W-, may not be bounded. 
THEOREM D. 1. If Ia,+,/a,l<r< 1 for all nEb l)LW-,I[, < 1, and 
/lLW-,I/, < 1, then W is similar to W+ L. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is very long; we divide it into several 
items, Sections D. l-D.2, Propositions D. l-D.5. 
’ For shifts of higher multiplicities, define (L 1 = C,.j 11 Lijlj. Analogous results will follow. 
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D. 1 introduction 
The formal construction is analogous to Section A. Define 
Computation shows 
LW-,= 
x=z+qL)+qE(L)L)+ *a*, 
Y=Z-qL)+z(L%(L))--*.. 
0 
0 0 
0 Ldao 0 
0 Wao L3 ,lal 0 
0 Wao Lda, Lb2 0 
* . 
(xl 
(Y) 
I. 
We use the symbol L W-, E ClD 1 to indicate that L W-, is lower triangular 
(a tacit assumption, as all operators in this section are) and has its first 
coiumn and the main diagonal zero. If A f Cm&z, i.e., A is lower triangular 
and has its first m columns zero and its first n diagonals, counting down 
from and including the main diagonal, zero, then WA W-, E C(m + 1) Dn. 
In fact, 
WAW-,=SAS* *R, 
where SAS* is the matrix A moved one step down the diagonal, * denotes 
the entrywise product of matrices, and R is the matrix 
0 a21ao adal 0 
0 aJao adal 46 0 
For the rest of the section, let 11 L W-, 11 I = M, 11 L W_, llso = N. 
D.2 Three Lemmas 
LEMMA A. Zf A E CODn, then WA W-, E ClDn, and 
IIWAW-,ll,~r”IIAIl,. 
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Proof: Note that jISAS*jI, =(JAII,, and lRiil &r” on the nth 
subdiagonal. But WA W-, = SAS* * R. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA B. If A E CnDn, then LA W-, E C(n + 1) D(n + l), and 
II~~~-,lI,~Il~ll~~~“. 
Proof: Computing LAW-, yields the first conclusion. To prove the 
second conclusion: 
(1) If A E ClDl, then LAW-, E C2D2. We display the tip of the 
nonzero part of LA W- ,: 
LA,, 
a1 
LA*, +L53A3, &,A,* 
a1 a2 
L,,A,, + LaA,, + JLA, &,A32 + LA,2 =wb 
aI a2 a3 
* . 
We wish to estimate I( LA W-, (I,. Recall that 
IIA III = s’jP 1 IAijl* 
I 
Consider the first nonzero column of LAW- ,. Collect the terms involving 
A,,: 
IA211 1IL2la,I + IL,,la,I + IWa,I + ...I 
= IA211 la,b,l W42b2l + lLb2l + IL,,la,l + *..I 
G lA2,1 la21a,l IILW-Al, Q lA2A rM. (*I 
Notice how a factor of r enters here. Collect the terms involving A,,: 
IA311 IIL,,la,I + IL,,hI + 1&3/a,I + .-.I 
= IA311 la,la,l {IL,,la,l + IL,,la,l + lL73la3l + .--t 
< IA3,1 r2M. 
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Collect the terms involving A,,: 
Collect the terms involving A 5, : 
Therefore, the sum of absolute values of the first nonzero column of LA W- , 
By similar argument, the sum of absolute values of other nonzero columns of 
LAW-, 
G IIA II, P-M. 
so, 
(2) If A E C2D2, then LAW-, E C3D3. We display the tip of the 
nonzero part of LA We,: 
L64A42 
a2 
&,A42 + ~5~452 h453 
a2 a3 
L,4A42 + L,,A,2 + L,,A,2 L17,A,3 + L,,A,3 L86A64 
a2 a3 a4 
. . 
Consider the first nonzero column of LA W-, . Collect the terms involving 
A 42’ 
IA421 iIL64/a21 + lL74/a21 + lL841a21 + -) 
= IA,,1 la4b21 Wda41 + IL7Ja41 + lL8da41 + aa.1 
< IA421 r2kf. t*> 
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Notice how a factor of r* enters here. Collect the terms involving A,,: 
IA521 (IL&,l + ILb2l+ Ld~2l + ...I 
= IA521 l~sb2l W75/~5I + IW%l + IW~5I + ...I 
,< IA521 r3M. 
Proceeding as in (l), we have 
IWAK,Il, < IIAII, r*M 
for A E C2D2. 
For A E CnDn, in place of (*)‘s, we have IA2n,nl r”M. (n) 
Proceeding as in (l), we have 
llLAK,lI, 6 IIA 111 r”M. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA C. Zf A E ClDn, then AL W- 1 E ClD(n + 1) and 
IWW-,ll, G IIAII, IILW-,ll, = IIAII, ~4. 
Proof Computing AL W-, yields the first conclusion. To prove the 
second conclusion, we use the fact that II . 11, is submultiplicative. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION D.2. The series (x) and (y) as defined in Section D. 1 are 
absolutely convergent in II . 11. 
Proof (1) First we show that the series for Y is absolutely convergent 
in 1) e 11, if M < co. Consider 
%(L)=LW-, + W(LW-,) w-, + Wl(LW-,) w’_, + *a.. 
Since the nth term of the series in is CnDl, in the matrix of Z(L), every 
entry involves only a finite number of terms in the series; 3(L) is entrywise 
defined. By Lemma A, 
Consider 
Z(LE(L)) = LE(L) w-, + W(LE(L) w- ,) w-, 
+ W2(LE(L) w-,) w’, + *a.. 
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By Lemmas A and B, 
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IIW+)II, < IIW)ll, hfr + IIWII, m-r* 
+ IJ%(L)ll, Mrr4 + . . . 
= 11 S(L)11 , Mr/( I - r*) 
= (M/( 1 - r))(Mr/( 1 - 9)). 
Similarly, 
I( .Z(L3(LZ(L)))(I, < (M/( 1 - r))(Mr/( 1 - r*))(Mr*/( 1 - r3)), 
(I .=“(Lz(Ls(Lz(L))))~~, 
< (M/( 1 - r))(Mr/(l - r*))(Mr*/( 1 - r3))(Mr3/( 1 - r4)), 
and so on. Since 
l/(1 -r),(l/(l -r))(l/(l -r*)),(l/(l -r))(l/(l -r’))(ll(l -r3)),... 
increase monotonically to a finite limit (recall that r < l), thus, 
JV,“, r” < 03. Now apply Theorem 15.5 in W. Rudin (“Real and Complex 
Analysis,” 2nd ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1973) and 1 > h4r” > 
Mr n+1 > *** for large enough n, the series 
l+ 
M MM MMM 
-+-7+--- l-r l-r l-r l-r l-r’l-r3 
M M M M 
+ ---- . . . l-r l-r21--‘l-r4 + 
is convergent, and the series for Y is absolutely convergent in II . II,. 
(2) The series for Y is absolutely convergent in (( . (Ia, if N < cx). The 
proof is similar to (1) and will be omitted. 
(3) Apply Lemmas A and C to the series for X. Since the series 
1 + M/(1 - r) + (M/(1 - r))(M/(l - r2)) 
+ (M/( 1 - r))(M/( 1 - r’))(M/( 1 - r3)) + ... 
is convergent if M < 1, the series for X is absolutely convergent in II * )I, if 
M < 1; in 11 . Ilrn if N < 1. 
(4) Absolute convergence in I( . 11, and I( . Iloo implies absolute convergence 
in II - II, = II - II. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION D.3. Suppose X and Y are as defined in Section D. 1. Then 
X solves AX = WX - XW = XL, 
Y solves AY= WY- YW=-LY. 
Proof Note that Lemma A.1 is still valid with W, W-, in place of S, 
S*. The proof of Proposition D.2 supplies the convergence required by the 
hypothesis of Lemma A. 1. Now, apply A to (x) and (y). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA D.4 (Integration by parts). Suppose S(A), 5(B), s”(AB(B)), and 
8(5(A)B) are all bounded and defined by series convergent in the weak 
operator topology. Then 
B(AS(B)) + 3(2(A)B) = z(A) E(B). Ww) 
ProoJ We follow the proof of Lemma A.5. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION D.5. Suppose X and Y are as defined in Section D.l. Then 
XY= YX=Z. 
Proof: Proceed as in Lemma A.6. Q.E.D. 
The proof of Theorem D.l is now completed. The following theorem 
improves on Theorem D. 1. 
THEOREM D.6. If IILW-,II, < co, and 11 L W-, /Jo0 < CO, then the Y 
defined by (y) in Section D.l is bounded, and 
YW= (w+ L)Y. 
Zf, in addition, the X defined by (x) in Section D.l is bounded, then Y is 
invertible. 
Proof In this section, we have actually proved the first statement. We 
have also established that each term in (x) and (y) is bounded, and 
XEZ+ClDl+ClD2+ClD3+..~+ClDn+~~~, 
YEZ-ClDl +C2D2-C3D3+...+(-1)“CnDn+.... 
Thus, X and Y are entrywise defined. If, in addition, we assume that X is 
bounded, then we need only to verify 
XY= YX=Z 
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to show that Y is invertible. Clearly, with {C,, D,: n = 1,2,...} as defined in 
the proof of Lemma A.6, 
XY=Z+C,+C,+C,+.**, 
YX=I+D,+D,+D,+.... 
Observe that C, and D, are bounded and in ClDn for all n. Thus, the above 
summations are entrywise defined. 
In (2) of the proof of Lemma A.6, we show C, = 0 for all n, using only 
linearity of s” and integration by parts. The same proof will work here. To 
prove D, = 0 for all n, we define X, and Yt as in Lemma A.6. Since 
is analytic in t when 
x, Y,= YtX,=Z 
by the same argument in (3) of Lemma A.6, D, = 0 for all n. Q.E.D. 
Remark. We can also apply Proposition A.1 to conclude C, = D, = 0. 
EXAMPLE D.7. Let 
w= 
0 
r 0 
r3 0 
rs 0 
* . 
1 
0 
r 0 
W+L= r2 r’ 0 
r3 r’ r5 0 
I 3 
1. 
L i “.J 
Then, for r < 1, W is similar to W + L. 
. . 
Prooj Compute L W-, . It is easy to see that j(L W-,1\, < co and 
I/L W-, llco < co for r < 1. By Theorem D.6, we only need to prove that the X 
as defined by (x) in Section D.l is bounded. Matricial computation shows 
x, = (-l)i-j ,Ci-j)Ci-j- l)yija 
Thus, IlXlj, < II YII, < co, IlXll, < II YII, < co, and X is bounded. Q.E.D. 
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Remarks. 
(i) For r < f, JJL W-, (I, < 1 and (IL W-, lja, < 1. The similarity is 
guaranteed by Theorem D. 1. 
(ii) The suffkient condition for similarity in Freeman [4] is not met 
by the above example for any r < 1. 
(iii) The weighted shifts studied in Lin [7] are similar to the unilateral 
shift. Thus the result in [ 71 is not applicable to the above example. 
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